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 COMING SOON 
Thorn’s new Contrast range brings out the best in urban architecture 
 
The new generation of this leading range of architectural luminaires enlivens the city while respecting the night 
 
Dornbirn, Austria / April 2020 – Ranging from super-compact spotlights to powerful floodlights, Contrast is a 
single, unified series, designed with a clear aim in mind: to empower users to reveal architecture and the 
urban environment at its very best. 
 
 
The great all-rounder 
In both form and function, Contrast is a great all-rounder. The series includes three sizes, with the largest 
providing light output of up to 16000lm. All are unmistakably Contrast. At the same time, the series’ 
performance ensures it is ready for the most challenging tasks. A wide variety of beams, colour temperatures 
and optical accessories makes Contrast highly versatile, and a range of mounting options including column 
mounting further increases its flexibility. 
 
Distinctive – yet discreet 
The new generation of Contrast echoes the design of powerful optical instruments. Its clean, modern design 
language has also been applied to all accessories, to maintain the elegant aesthetic. Louvres, visors, 
honeycomb and film diffusers all complement the look of the luminaire itself. 
 
Contrast features a multichip LED combined with a single lens, for great colour mixing. Even with an 
integrated power supply, it remains highly compact. All versions of Contrast are available in a range of whites 
(2200K, 2700K, 3000K and 4000K), as well as RGBW and the new Balanced White solution. With Balanced 
White, colour temperature can be tuned from the warmest 2200K all the way to 4000K, to suit the needs of the 
time and place, and enhance the nighttime experience. 
 
Control at your fingertips 
Contrast helps users to create high-impact designs and displays. The whole series can be switched, dimmed 
and adjusted in colour using a variety of interfaces. Wireless functionality makes it easy to control and 
configure Contrast, and simplifies installation because no new cabling is required. The Contrast Balanced 
White solution, linked with DALI 2, adapts the light to the season or to the night-time environment, to match 
city lights, meet local needs, and respect the nocturnal ecosystem. Contrast RGBW luminaires provide 
unlimited versatility of colour, and dynamic and static light scenes can be programmed and controlled via 
Bluetooth® or DMX RDM. This makes it easy to transform the appearance of any structure at night with a 
splash of colour. 
 
Possibilities unleashed  
Delphine Jouault, Global Product Manager, Façades, Monuments and Bridges, said: “This new generation of 
Contrast represents a whole toolkit of options for revealing urban architecture at its very best. It looks fantastic, 
and the whole range has a consistent feel. Options like Balanced White, which lets you adjust colour 
temperature at different times, and RGBW, really unleash the possibilities of the new generation of Contrast.”  

http://www.thornlighting.com/en
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The series includes three sizes ranging from small to large (up to 16000lm) – all are unmistakably Contrast 
 

 
Contrast’s pole-mounting interface is designed to complement its appearance 
 
 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
See architecture and the urban environment at its very best 
 

 
Contrast is a single, unified series of architectural luminaires that meet the needs of different applications 
 
Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLqb0n9Q1nU 
 

Information 

This press release and high-resolution images can be downloaded from: 
www.thornlighting.com/en/about-us/press 
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About Thorn 

Thorn designs and develops innovative, performance-driven and dependable indoor and outdoor lighting and 
control solutions. Our comprehensive portfolio addresses the daily requirements of municipalities, contractors, 
consultants, architects, installers, wholesalers and end users. It covers a broad spectrum of applications, 
including office, education, industry, urban life, transportation, sports, road, parking and also emergency and 
control solutions. Around the world, the Thorn name is synonymous with proven quality, reliability and efficiency. 
With over 90 years of lighting experience, we have established ourselves as a trusted partner committed to 
providing customers with support that goes far beyond the product. We help to improve public and traffic safety 
in communities with intelligent solutions and better connectivity. Thorn is a proud member of the Zumtobel Group 
and fully dedicated to providing the right light for people, places and the environment. In all of our efforts: We 
make light work for you. Learn more at www.thornlighting.com 
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